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Congratulations on recieving this book!  I am excited for you and what 
you are about to experience. You hold in front of you a powerful key. 

Wherever you are in life, together you and I are about to put cutting edge 
tools and systems into play to enable you to break through limits and 
enhance your performance and the quality of your life experience in as many 
areas as you choose. 

To do this, we won’t be rehashing old slogans and old techniques that have 
only been effective up to a certain level, nor will we take a narrow-minded, 
achievement-at-any-cost approach. We are looking to bring about the highest 
levels of the whole you, in every context. 

To do this, we need new techniques – a new way of thinking.

 As Albert Einstein said, “The definition of insanity is doing the same thing 
over and over again but expecting different results.”  

We are looking for dramatically different results, and we will be using 
dramatically different techniques and concepts. We want more than just 
temporary breakthroughs. We’re looking for the kind of breakthroughs that 
become your new, sustainable baseline from which you can build up to ever 
higher experiences. 

Keep reading with an open mind and an energetic focus and you won’t be 
disappointed.
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You are about to embark on an adventure 
unlike any you’ve ever experienced, starting 
with the introduction! 

Forget the Pain Points 
This is the part of an introduction where 
authors and advertisers typically push the 
“pain points” to help the reader feel the need 
for reading the book. I understand why it’s 
useful, but I’d rather focus on where we’d like 
to go next. Let’s just say that the traditional 
systems are working perfectly to get you the 
results you’ve experienced until now. But here 
we’re looking for extraordinary results, so we 
will skip the pain points and keep going. 

Even Better 
If we were to design the most ideal 
improvement system, what would it look 
like? How does this sound? A whole-system 
approach that maximizes your potential in all 
areas of life, using methods that invigorate and 
enliven you from the first day moving forward; 
a system that will reliably create inspiring 
realities and relationships that are meaningful 
and lasting; and one that will not require 
giving up your enjoyment of right now. Pretty 
amazing right? If you are not yet using this 
kind of system in your life right now, or if you 
are interested in adding more high-power tools 
to your “improvement arsenal,” you are in for a 
real treat. This is exactly what I intend to share 
with you today. 

How did I find out that this system 
even exists?  
I found out by observing someone who has 
been quietly enjoying this system for over four 
decades, selfishly withholding the knowledge 
from the rest of us. Of course, he wasn’t trying 

to be selfish. He just had no idea how to share 
it, or even that it was possible to share! I mean, 
would it make any sense for Superman to be 
teaching his superpower flying lessons to 
normal people? 

No, much to this man’s relief and joy, he’s not 
from an alien planet. He wasn’t born with an 
unlearnable power that couldn’t be taught 
to others. He was just an exceptional human 
doing things differently.  

How do I know the system is 
learnable?  
Well, I guess in a way you could say that I got 
to take “flying lessons” from a super human. 
It wasn’t an easy task for me getting him to 
open up about what he was doing. He hadn’t 
even put it into words himself yet. But we 
took a chance, and through trial and error, we 
gradually figured out how to put words and 
methods to what he was doing. Together, we 
successfully discovered that what had seemed 
like impossible superpowers are available to 
the rest of us.  

I started out as a normal human being 
experiencing everyday life, normally; but now I 
too can “fly”.  

Every single aspect of my life is on a different 
level than it was before. I am learning more 
every day, but I am fully off the ground, 
soaring upward, and it’s the most incredible 
experience.  

How different is it? 
While we will connect concepts as necessary to 
what is already familiar to you, much of what 
we will be doing is going to be different. For 
the most part, I won’t be explaining why the 
carefully designed techniques are there, unless 
this explanation will give you something 

Introduction
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directly applicable to your transformation. And 
what a transformation awaits! I hope you enjoy 
a good challenge! Whether you’re at the top of 
your game or down on your luck, you qualify 
for this transformation. And whether you end 
up soaring through the skies or just floating off 
the ground, you’ll gain something from giving 
the challenge a try.  Take it head on!  

Actions Speak 
I’m always looking for new ideas to challenge 
my current views. When I do, I like to evaluate 
the messenger of new ideas and find out if their 
walk matches their talk. I think we all look for 
this to some extent, and I fully expect you to 
do the same. A key difference in this book is 
that this content is coming from a messenger 
that lives and breathes every concept that will 
be presented to you. We started from real life 
behaviors and actions and then figured out 
how to put them into words; not the other way 
around. 

Original  
Having thoroughly evaluated my mentor and 
having experienced my own transformation 
process with lasting results - there is no faking 
it here. We’re not talking about unrealistic 
or unattainable ideals here. This isn’t a 
hypothetical or a “best-case-scenario-that-
isn’t-really-possible.” We’re working with a 
living exemplar of this system and describing 
for you the “how to” method. And this method 
was crafted by reverse engineering then 
applied in my own life in order to replicate the 
results. And it worked. The ideas in this book 
are describing original sources, not a fantasy 
world. 

Humble Competence 
I hope to strike the right tone here. Before we 
dive further into the concepts, let’s talk about 
learning and confidence. Recognizing my many 
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limitations is what got me started on this 
path. My core values now include a constant 
openness to new ways of thinking, a willing 
acknowledgement that there are answers yet 
to be discovered. With that comes a welcoming 
of every possibility to be examined on its own 
merits, stripped as completely as possible from 
any preconceived notions or limiting beliefs 
I may have had. I guess you could call that a 
type of intellectual humility and a courage to 
be uncertain about some things. But it’s not 
the kind of uncertainty that means I don’t 
know what I’m talking about - I’ve been there 
before too. No, today I enjoy an underlying 
serene confidence in my ability to explore, 
adapt, and apply new ideas of worth. And as 
a result, learning has become a new lifestyle. 
I’m constantly developing new skills and new 
competencies, ever in pursuit of the greatest 
heights of our human experience; and I love it! 

Curious Confidence 
This is the not kind of book that pretends 
to have all the answers or a 100% complete 
system that cannot be improved. I’m willing 
and eager to reexamine, pull apart, and 
reconfigure any of the views I’ll share here. 
At the same time, I am fully confident in the 
ability of what I share with you in this book 
to transform, because it’s a reality I am living 
every day and it’s simply incredible. 

The Big Surprise. 
While the whole transformational experience 
has been a process of continuous surprise 
and wonder, a big surprise came when we 
discovered the powerful effect of flying 
together with others. There is something 
awe-inspiring that happens when caring 
people expand their limits together and 
connect in extraordinary ways. When this is 
done at the level we’ll discuss in this book, it’s 
inexpressible. 

This is for You 
Knowing what is possible, I want to share it 
with the you and with everyone else we can, 
for the rest of my life! I am excited to see you 
get the life-results you want, to enjoy seeing 
what happens as you integrate powerful 
new tools to experience transformation and 
success; to better connect with, inspire, and 
empower others; and all while consistently 
enjoying every drop of the present moment, for 
as long as you choose. 

Why a book? 
While most of my experience learning and 
teaching “flying lessons” up to this point has 
been working one-on-one, I wanted to reach a 
wider audience.  

The Special Sauce. 
This book will not be a “teaser” for private 
coaching. If I shared the tools but left out the 
special sauce, it wouldn’t accomplish my vision. 
Instead, I will do my best to spell out in as 
much detail as possible the necessary elements 
of the special sauce; and to put into your hands 
a tool sufficiently complete to enable you to 
learn and begin applying the system in your 
life starting today! The full proof of what’s 
possible for you will be found on the other side 
of your taking flight. No matter how high you 
have already climbed in life, you can expect to 
test the limits of what you can do, and to prove 
just how much more is possible. 

The Vision 
The more successful, happy, sharing people 
there are in this World, the better place it 
will be for all of us. Happy, successful, sharing 
people naturally improve whatever they are 
involved in. It’s in their nature, they almost 
can’t help it. I want the World to be a better 
place for all of us. I want to connect with more 
wonderful people who are living the life they 
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want, being the kind of people they want 
to be. The thought of helping more people 
learn to fly, the thought of ENJOYING a world 
filled with more amazing people… is literally 
breathtaking. 

What you find here will assist you to both 
experience it for yourself and to share it with 
others. I plan to help you as much as I can 
throughout the journey. If you are willing 
to try, I’ll be here every step of the way. Be 
assured that this system is learnable, and it 
does everything I’ve just described and so 
much more! 

The Plan 
The full experience of the system is best 
learned from both sides of the mentor chair. 
Think back to Einstein’s quote about insanity: 
getting the same results from the same kinds 
of thinking. We aren’t going to do that! From 
the very beginning, this is going to be a novel 
experience. I encourage you to embrace the 
novelty with an open, curious mind and be 
willing to play along. There are intentional, 
proven reasons for everything we do here. 
Question and examine, poke around and 
unplug things. Let’s experience together more 
of what can happen when we step outside of 
normal. 

Two Roles are Better than One 
We are going to create the full experience of a 
mentoring relationship for you as a solo reader. 
We’ll put you in the coaching chair AND in the 
learner’s chair. You will be the spiritual guide 
AND the hero. (For those familiar with Star 
Wars, you’ll be Yoda and Luke.) 

Using this book, which is a Written Source 
distillation of the new system, you as the 
Guide will internalize the system concepts in 
preparation to personally guide your inner 
Hero step by step to mastery.
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Stage 1: Getting Started

The Quick Read
READ through the entire book QUICKLY one time straight, no stopping. (This won’t take 
long.) You are reading to give your brain a quick glance at the big picture. Just skim, this 
should only take about 90 minutes.

Immediately after you finish the first Pass:

1Take a short 5-10 minute break. (During the break, don’t shift to another task. The 
break is the point, so take an actual break where you stand up, stretch, move around a 

bit.) 

When you’re ready to begin again, take a few deep breaths and regroup your focus.

2Jot down impressions from the first pass. Which thoughts intrigued you and which 
parts of the book invited further exploration? What questions do you have now? 

For best results, you won’t want to skip this step. It’s not only for memory, it will prepare 
and calibrate your learning mechanisms for what’s next. (Advanced learning studies sup-
port this model. If you skipped it by accident, it’s right up above this.)

 Once you have properly stoked the curiosity with areas of interest and questions, move 
directly to step 3.

3OK, you’re at step 3, but just to verify: are you feeling curious and motivated? If 
so, congratulations, jump immediately to the GUIDE stage! If you are feeling over-

whelmed, anxious, or negative, let’s first bring your thoughts back to a positive space. 

For the next stage to be beneficial, a positive mindset is paramount. The creative part of 
your brain functions best when you are not in a fight/flight/freeze state. (Did you skip 
the step where I suggested you jot down your impressions and questions after the first 
pass? Now is the time to come clean. Try it now and see what happens.)

Are you curious and motivated? Are you wondering what could happen if you test some 
of this stuff out? Great! Move forward, now.
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Stage 2:

The Guide
Focus only on the perspective of the 
Guide. (That’s right, skip the Hero 
Sections this time.) This stage is all 
about theory.

Prepare to teach each concept to the Hero. Realize 
mentally and emotionally that the Hero needs your

guidance in order to unlock their superpowers.

Own the role of the Guide and master the mental aspect of 
the concepts. By focusing ONLY on the
mental model, you can bypass potential emotional blocks.

As the Guide, you will approach each concept with 
confidence in your ability to figure out the ideas
without worrying about the application part, that part is 
left to the Hero.

If you find yourself hitting any emotional blocks during the 
Guide phase, it may be because you are
already looking past the Guide step of just getting the ideas, 
to the Hero stage where the ideas get
implemented. While the ideas may be new, they are just 
ideas to be explored. There is no need to be
anxious about learning and sharing ideas. Regroup and 
focus only on the Guide role.
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1Read the “Tips for the Guide Stage” below, then go 
through and write up your Guide book. Make

special note of sections in your Guide book that address 
your earlier questions and areas of interest.

After you finish writing your Guide book, 
come back to this point in the book.

2Finished with your Guide book? Excellent! 
Congratulations! You have now become the 

subject-matter expert of some powerful concepts. 
With your written Guide book and a clear sense of the 
CONCEPTS in your book, you can “talk the talk”, and the 
Hero awaits your guidance.

3Before you bring in the Hero, I recommend you get 
some sleep. Yes, that’s right. How much sleep? How 

do you feel right now? If you are bouncing on the edge of 
your seat and ready to go,then just a short nap or at least 
rest your eyes or meditate for about 15 minutes. But for 
best results, hold on for a bit. Get at least one full REM 
cycle (typically 90 minutes of sleep) or a fullnight’s sleep.

I know you can power through right now, but that is not 
the point. The point is preparing the soil before you plant 
the seeds, and that involves much more than your energy 
level.

After your rest, come back to this point in the book.

Feeling refreshed and ready to meet the Hero? Great!

4Before you bring in the Hero, do a super quick review 
of your Guide notes and see if you’d like to double-

check anything in the Written Source (this book) or make 
any last minute clarifications.

All set? 
Let’s move on to the HERO stage! (Yes!)

Do This:
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Tips for the Guide Stage:

YOU are the Guide. The Hero will depend on you to guide them as they learn to fly. 
Honor the trust of the Hero by preparing well. Figure out the best ways that you will 
explain each idea to the Hero. Mentally and emotionally, you will do best in this stage if 
you focus on mastering ONLY the theories, without being distracted by trying to apply 
and use the ideas. Remember, that’s the role of the Hero (Yoda doesn’t fight Vader). We 
want to keep the lines of mental progress wide open to best prepare for the next stage.

1As much as possible, put everything into your OWN words, feel free to even create 
your own analogies and symbols. (Feel free to share what you come up with on our 

group Facebook group: @HappyLIfeResults)

2Double check as you go that your Guide notes capture the core messages of the 
Written Source, because when you teach the Hero, you will rely solely on your notes 

and the Hero section.

3Focus on why you are teaching each lesson and on how it progresses the Hero to the 
next concept, and how that lesson integrates with the other concepts.

4Really zero in on the “so what?”. What difference will this idea have? How will 
learning this concept enable to the Hero to unlock superpowers?

You may be tempted to go through and do the Guide Stage and the Hero Stage for each 
concept one at a time, instead of learning the entire system as the Guide first. You would 
certainly make some progress that way, but it’s not the fastest, nor the most effective 
approach.

In order to teach even the first concept, the Guide will really benefit from the complete 
picture. One reason is that this enables the Guide to interweave different aspects of the 
concepts as the Guide learns and prepares to train the Hero. The most important reason 
though, is that the Guide will need ALL of the concepts in order to enable the Guide to 
best assist the Hero when the Hero hits emotional and mental blocks.

Some concepts will be more familiar to the Guide, so the Guide may make only a few 
notes. That’s great! Tailor the training to your own need. However, if the Guide skips 
out on the full training and tries to push the Hero using traditional methods, the Hero 
will get more traditional results. That’s not why we are here. We are doing things 
differently. (Did I mention that?)
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Stage 3:

The Hero
“A man is a product of his 
thoughts. What he thinks, he 
becomes.” Mahatma Gandhi

Welcome, Hero. As you begin this journey, I’m happy to 
assist in clarifying what to expect from yourself

and the path ahead. REMEMBER: if you are in the quick read 
stage, you aren’t responsible for applying these techniques. And 
if you’re in the Guide Stage, skip this!

General principles and prompts to apply the concepts:

1As the Guide presents concepts and theories, your quest 
is to move them from the “idea” phase into the active 

implementation phase, which is where real life changes are 
made. (If this were a figure drawing book, now it’s time to 
draw!)

2Observe how closely you identify with each concept. Does 
it feel natural, like it’s describing the way you live and 

what you do on a consistent basis; can you see yourself living 
differently according to the idea; or does it reside in more of a 
theoretical space where it makes sense, but
you have yet to consider life application? How can you bring it 
into your way of being?

3Experiment with ideas for making them a part of you. The 
process of exploring and interacting with the ideas is one of 

the ways you can make them real.

4What has been your most successful personal process for 
integrating new concepts into your identity? How can you 

adapt or use that process with this concept?
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The process we used to learn language 
provides a terrific reference pattern for how 
you will begin integrating new ideas as the 
Hero. 
This is how it looks for learning language:

1Familiarization: Learning what a new 
word sounds like/looks like in order to 

understand its pronunciation, possibly while 
looking at its spelling. Can repeat it shortly 
after hearing it but may not remember spelling 
or proper pronunciation after a short passage 
of time. Forms a very temporary association 
and representation of the word in the mind.

2Recognition: Upon hearing or seeing a 
new word, will know what it means, but 

the association with the concept and the word 
is not clear enough to produce it without a 
prompt. 

3Active Production: With some thought, can 
communicate the desired concept using the 

new word from memory.

4Full Adoption: Can easily switch back 
and forth between the mental picture 

and the new word. (in the case of translation, 
can easily go back and forth between two 
languages to communicate an idea.)

5Native Fluency: The concept no longer 
feels “foreign” or “new”, it is instinctive 

and natural. At this stage, can adapt and toy 
with pronunciation and usage of word to give 
nuance, color, or humor to the concept.

Can you see the flow of transformation above 
and how it applies to what we are doing? What 
stage are you at with the ideas in this book? 

Analogy: Learning Language
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largely a mystery. I’m using comparisons here 
that are based on very flimsy information 
that could change with the next discoveries. 
Assuming we know with certainty almost 
anything that is going on in the mind, 
especially the subconscious, would be 
counterproductive to our future development. 
If we thought we knew it all, we wouldn’t be 
curious or open to learning more. But just 
because we don’t know much, we shouldn’t 
let it stop us from taking advantage of the 
little we do know. So, let’s push forward 
with the discussion about the conscious and 
unconscious.

The Subconscious / Higher Thought
While being conscious and present is a useful 
tool, it has limitations. Of course, we aim to put 
it to full use in the situations where it is best 
suited, but let’s talk about the non-conscious 
parts of your being and how they fit in this 
transformational process. 

Pay Attention!
While the conscious mind can hold many 
things in view at once, it can’t give equal focus 
to them all. You would quickly surpass its 
capabilities if you were to put it in charge of 
your heartbeat or breathing. Can you imagine? 
Lose focus on your heartbeat for just a few 
minutes and it’s game over! Plus, the conscious 
mind shuts down during sleep, so putting it in 
charge of your heartbeat isn’t really an option. 

Who’s in charge here?
Have you ever compared the subconscious or 
non-conscious parts of us to a young child? 
It can be a useful comparison when thinking 
about instinctive behaviors that were instilled 
from a very young age, and our ability to FEEL-
THINK-ACT in order to manage them. However, 
just like a bunch of kids at a trampoline 
gym or park, the processing power of our 
subconscious child can run circles around 
the conscious-mind “adult” in the room. The 
child comparison has uses, of course, but 
let’s consider for a moment. If you’ve ever 
googled the difference in processing power 
between the conscious and subconscious, the 
subconscious scores over four hundred billion 
(400,000,000,000) bits/second with impulses 
traveling at 100,000 mph while the conscious 
ranks a few thousand bits/second traveling at 
100 mph. 

Haven’t even Scratched the Surface
Before we go any further, let’s quickly clarify 
that the brain and its inner workings are still 

It’s Not About Size
While it may not be an exact representation, 
let’s look at the two states of mind from the 
perspective of making money. For every $1 
per second the conscious mind earns, the 
subconscious is earning over $200 billion.. It’s 
difficult to even wrap our little conscious brain 
around it, isn’t it? 

Yet at the same time, our conscious mind is 
extremely powerful at things like imagining, 
planning, predicting, interpreting data, and 
coming up with a strategy. 

It may not be able to process as much 
per second, but its power should not be 
underestimated. 

Just think, if the conscious mind could direct 
the subconscious to use 100% of its processing 
power for the conscious mind’s purposes, what 
would that do to the power dynamic?

“If we thought we knew it all, 
we wouldn’t be curious or open 
to learning more..."
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uncharted territories of the subconscious. 
We’re flying straight up into the sun! I’m not 
talking about NLP, rapid hypno-therapy, or 
other external techniques; I’m talking about 
using the same process you used as a baby to 
learn language. All of the theoretical ideas, 
strategies, lenses, analogies, experiments – 
everything the Guide is about to give you is 
designed with the sole purpose of convincing 
the sun inside of you that there is a better 
place to be, and then holding on for the ride 
into the air. You will use the same simple but 
powerful processes you used as a child to send 
a new system from the conscious, methodical 
brain into the instinctive, high-powered 
subconscious level of your being. And once 
it’s there, your ability to fly will be forever 
powered by the incredible force of the never-
sleeping “Soul-er Power” inside of you.

Model Matters 2.0 
(The Guide gets 1.0, sorry Hero.)
The model we use to represent our 
subconscious shapes the partnership we 
forge with our conscious mind. Can you see 
the drawbacks of using a model that puts the 
two at odds with each other? Some models 
do just that, pitting the impulses of the 
body as being diametrically opposed to the 
rational mind. A model of the subconscious as 
a passive machine waiting to receive direct 
instructions from the conscious mind, is also 
underestimating the role of the subconscious 
and won’t accurately represent our daily 
experience. 

Would it make sense that this gigantic, full-
time processing powerhouse that is running 
almost all body systems 24/7 to keep us alive 
would be just sitting back waiting for the 
thumb size part-time, slow-processing boss to 
tell it what to do all the time? And remember, 
the subconscious gets first dibs on all sensory 

Willpower?
If we use the size of the Sun as a 
representation of your subconscious mind’s 
processing power, how big do you think the 
conscious mind would be? The Earth? The 
Moon? Africa? A blue whale? 

How about the size of your thumb. Yep.

And if we use traditional methods which try to 
brute force your subconscious into submission 
by sheer willpower, it’s about as futile as trying 
to move the sun with your thumb.

But if you hold your thumb up really close to 
your face, it blots out the sun! While comical, 
there is an interesting power dynamic going 
on between the two. No matter how powerful 
the subconscious, as far as we know, our 
conscious mind and its 2,000 bits-per-second 
processes get the final say on everything 
that’s happening at the present moment. 
The subconscious gets first crack at it, since 
it interprets the senses much more quickly, 
but in the end, the thumb gets to tell the 
sun what is going on in the world. And even 
though the thumb is no match for the sun in a 
head-to-head battle, if the thumb succeeds in 
convincing the sun that moving somewhere is 
in its best interest, HOLD ON FOR THE RIDE!
Where We’re Headed
Hero, we are headed directly into the 

“ Your ability to fly will be 
forever powered by the 
incredible force of the never-
sleeping “Soul-er Power” 
inside of you.”  
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input due to the speed of its impulses. 

What about thinking of it simply as a 
younger version of oneself, like the 3-year 
old inner child? This can be a valuable tool 
for empowering the thumb-boss, but it also 
underestimates the relationship and power 
of the subconscious partner. Monkey mind, 
reptilian brain, and other representations of 
the subconscious as a dumbed down animal 
version of us are like the ‘inner child’ model. 
They empower the thumb-boss to feel in 
control and to shape how we view input from 
the rest of the self, but they are focused more 
on taming the beast than they are on fully 
partnering with the subconscious to work in 
unison.

What about a model of the conscious mind 
as CEO and the subconscious as a huge 
corporation being directed by the CEO. This 
model recognizes the greater power and 
smarts of the subconscious while  putting the 
thumb boss in its rightful place at the top of 
the food chain. This model also allows for the 
idea that everyone working in the corporation 
can think more and do more than the boss, 
since the boss is only one person, but the boss 
has the most influence on the direction the 
company takes. It’s still not a perfect model 
though, because the corporation is made up 
of thousands of individuals with their own 
unique personalities, aims, and pursuits. Plus, 
the individuals in the corporation speak the 
same language the boss does, so the boss gets 
e-mails, phone conversations, nonverbal cues, 
etc. to understand and communicate with 
individuals in the corporation.

On the other end of the spectrum is the 
model that our conscious mind is like the ego 
blocking us from our true nature, and that we 
must get the “ego” out of the way so we can 
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to make sure it says what I wanted it to say. 
So many things are happening, and neither 
science nor my own internal audit is giving 
me an exact labeling of how much of it is 
controlled by my conscious mind.

Placebo
Even with things that we could easily consider 
to be outside the realm of the conscious mind, 
there is evidence indicating otherwise. For 
example, when a person takes a sugar pill 
while consciously thinking it is medicine, 
somehow, they can receive the same healing 
that a person taking the real medication would 
get. There are many more examples, but one 
is enough to illustrate how the lines between 
control, consciousness, awareness, reality, and 
influence have yet to be drawn.

embrace our universal oneness. There are 
many benefits to this model, but its use can be 
just as limiting as the reverse if a person tries 
to achieve the objective by fighting against 
themselves or abdicating their power to 
sources outside themselves.

Catch up!
If you try to think of things from the 
perspective of the subconscious sun, having 
all that processing power and hyper-speed 
impulses, yet depending on the little thumb to 
assign meaning and direction and instruct the 
body to move. What would that be like? The 
sun is light-years ahead of the thumb when 
it comes to dealing with immediate threats. 
Sometimes it just can’t wait for the conscious 
to catch up and we suddenly realize we 
jerked our hand away from a shock and only 
afterwards does the conscious catch on to the 
reason. 

Sleepwalking or Walksleeping
How much of what we do is really controlled 
by the conscious mind? For example, your 
ability to read what is on this page only 
partially involves the conscious brain, and 
that’s only if you are thinking about what 
you are reading! The mechanics of reading 
are mostly subconscious skills. So much of 
what we do physically is run as a cooperation 
between conscious and subconscious. Part of 
us is choosing what to do and were to go, and 
part of us is delivering the actions without the 
other part needing to devote any thought as to 
the mechanics of how any of it is being done. 
As I type on my computer, I’m not thinking 
about where the letters are on the keyboard, 
or how to move my finger the correct distance 
to hit the keys that I’m not even looking at. As 
a result of internal teamwork, I think of what 
I want to say and it appears on the screen 
in front of me and I review it with my eyes 

A New Way
The good news is that we don’t have to 
know if there is a Universal Oneness or a 
reptilian brain in order to master the system 
in this book. We don’t even have to know 
how much of what we are and what we do 
is being influenced by the conscious or the 
subconscious. Using the little that we do know, 
we can master the power of UP! and use it to 
continue exploring our highest potential. 

Why the Fuss? 
So then, why did we talk about it? Because 
even though we may not have a perfect 
understanding, using an overly limiting model 
of who you are and how you interact with 
your senses can definitely interfere with your 
ability to master the path of the Hero. Let’s not 
use models that put you at odds with your self 
or which invite pain point pressure as a means 
of self-motivation.

“A fully integrated self...”
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 The thumb-boss and the sun are using the 
same interface - our physical self - even if they 
seem to be communicating in different ways. 
No matter what aspects of our self we are 
using, we have the ability to move new skills 
into the automated, instinctive part of us. 

As you stood at the edge of the cliff as a 
young child, looking out onto the landscape of 
learning to read, had you any idea what was 
about to happen, or how you would do it? Yet, 
now, your reading ability is powered by the 
internal sun that is subconsciousness. You 
use it whenever you want, easily and freely. 
Your life has been forever transformed by 
your incredible “Soul-er Powered” language 
abilities, and now we are aspiring to leap 
out into the space of another world-shifting 
transformation.

Baby Talk, Baby Steps
Before we learned to read, we picked up 
spoken language as a baby. Imagine the 
powerful transformation when you learned to 
communicate with others! It literally opened 
doors that you couldn’t have imagined at that 
tender age. While you had mentors and guides 
to model the use of language, you needed no 
instruction on how to move the information 
into your subconscious. 

1. DO THIS, HERO:

Come up with a model of a 
fully integrated self that works 
for you. It should include the 
conscious and unconscious 
working together as one. Don’t 
get overly possessive of your 
model. Keep it as open to rein-
terpretation and adaptation as 
possible, and periodically do 
just that. 

Language!
Though there is still a lot of mystery, we can 
examine instinctive skills we use regularly 
for insights into how we will move the Guide’s 
concepts into that instinctive, behavioral level. 
For example, reading this book, you are using a 
host of pre-programmed instinctive behaviors 
to represent ideas. You are no longer at the 
conscious brain stage of identifying each letter, 
sounding out the letters, then guessing at what 
the word is.

But we all started there, remember? 

Notice how something that seemed so 
impossible once, is now so second nature and 
effortless. How long has it been since you 
appreciated your reading transformation and 
what it has done for you in your life?
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Guide: Did the Hero try to skip the 
questions and keep going? Maybe the 
Hero could use a little lens-adjustment? 
What can you tell the Hero that would 
help them answer the questions before 
moving forward? You got this, go get ‘em!

3Answer these questions with one sentence 
each:

a How will the language learning model 
assist you now on the path to 

          internalizing this new system?

b What will it look like when you are fluent 
in the new system?

c What will have the #1 greatest impact on 
how well you internalize the new system?  

         (Be as clear and exact as you can in one 
         sentence. If you could be successful at any 
         activity on the path, what would it be?) 

As you stand at the edge of this 
cliff, with the Guide at your 

shoulder, how far ahead can you 
see? What is about to happen, 

and where is it going to take you? 

1Reflect on the influence of language in your 
life. Put three of your thoughts into words, 

either on paper or digitally. Use the gift, think 
about it as you do. 

How natural was it? When you are 
communicating with language, what parts do 
you think about consciously and which parts 
do you just rely on happening without a care or 
thought toward them? 

2Reflect on the language learning process, 
starting from when you were a baby 

till now, including any foreign language 
experience. Brainstorm and then jot down one 
sentence that summarizes your thinking.

What was it like, how did it work, what do 
you think moved things into the instinctive, 
habitual level? How does a baby do it so 
quickly, and without special training or 
instruction? What limits might adult learners 
think exist to prevent them from doing the 
same with foreign languages or new skills? 

2. Do this:
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Fun Idea Expansion

This next section is for getting the creative, curious juices flowing about language and how 
we integrate it. We’re about to learn the first concept from the Guide, so make sure the Guide 
has their Guide book ready to go.

1Have you learned any “foreign” words? What was the process you used to stop using the 
English word and start using the second language word instead?

2Notice the role of context in the use and learning of language. For example, the concept 
of the English pronoun “he” requires us to do some complex thinking, but we now do it 

instinctively. In order to know who “he” is when we first hear “he,” we have to think back 
to the most recent reference of a specific guy, and we then know who “he” is. So long as no 
other specific guys are mentioned, all we have to do is keep track of that one guy for all uses 
of “he”. If another specific guy gets mentioned, we then have to use other contextual clues 
to keep straight which “he” he is. As long as the context isn’t too elaborate, we can keep the 
“he” straight: See Spot. See Spot run. He is fast. See Tom. See Tom run. He is slow. He runs fast 
and he runs slow. Does he bite?

I’m guessing for many readers, you have assigned a lot more context in your mind right 
now about Spot than what I provide in the sentence, and you instinctively felt like you knew 
which “he” the sentence is asking about. You probably also have a general idea of what he 
looks like. You probably also have a general idea about Tom’s age? Where did all that come 
from? It’s certainly not in the words above.

In order to make sense of the incomplete information around us, we have adopted patterns 
of instinctively fabricating input. 

In order to fully integrate new ideas, especially very different ideas, the hidden contexts and 
associations will also be brought into play.

3El and He are different variations of the same idea. Context becomes important if the 
same word has different meanings in different contexts, for example He in English refers 

to a guy, but He in Hebrew refers to a girl.  

Here’s a fun chart of pronoun comparison’s in Hebrew and English. So much room for 
confusion for a beginner! (Say them out loud.)

Hebrew Pronunciation English Translation

Hi (he) She
Hu He
Mi Who
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Tips for the Hero Stage:

As the Hero, honor the value of having a Guide to help you unlock your power. 
The Written Source which trained your Guide is well beyond theory. It comes from 
someone who is currently DOING what the Guide is teaching. Have confidence in your 
ability to do the same.

What you do to be WORTHY of your Guide will enable your transformative learning. 
Respect your Guide, and you respect yourself! Show the Guide what you are capable of, 
and you will see your power expand!

1Focus on reportable breakthroughs. What will you DO to test out the ideas?

2How will you SHOW the Guide that you are fully internalizing and applying the 
system?

3Document your BEFORE and AFTER so you can recognize and share your evolution. 
(This may sound strange, but believe it or not, when hard things suddenly become 

effortless at the next levels, people can forget what it was like to once struggle.) 

4Write down anything you come up with that will aid you in integrating and applying 
the Guide’s teachings.

5There will be many questions in the Hero section. Some may do nothing for you, but 
others will open a floodgate of thoughts. Ignore the ones that do nothing for now, 

and give your mind free rein on the others. 

6For the most part, feel free to take notes whenever you feel it will be helpful. When 
specifically directed, write something down even if the reason is not yet apparent.

If any of this seems confusing on the first pass, that’s not a problem! It will make more 
sense as we go. I’ll continue give you my best support all along the way, and I encourage 
you to connect with me and let me know how it’s going. 

*If you do have another person or a group of people, and you want to take turns working 
together on this, I think that’s wonderful. If you do, I suggest everyone go through the 
Guide stage first. Then be sure as you reach the Hero stage that you each take turns 
being the Guide and accountability partner for someone else. Help the other Hero clarify 
and follow through on implementation of the concepts.

Enough explaining, let’s go already! 
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Concept #1: The Lens
When you are not seeing what you want 
to see, first try examining the LENS.
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Help the Hero to understand the role of a 
mental lens and how it impacts everything 

they think and do. Include in your notes both 
explanations and questions for the Hero to 
answer. 

Try these idea prompts:

1 
Why the term “lens”? 
It’s a useful symbol to represent how we view 

things. Once the Hero understands the use of this 
term, they can consider their view as changeable 
and consider whether another lens would serve 
them better.

2 
Is there a better way to explain this? 
Challenge yourself to tailor your Guide 

book to your Hero. Personalize the examples 
and questions to make them more useful to your 
chosen Hero. Actively come up with your own 
ideas within this concept; as this is the method.   
It’s far more effective than just copying how 
things are worded in the Written Source.

3 
Why the word “first”?

4 
Why teach this concept? How is this part of  
helping the Hero master a new system?

5 
Is this analogy sufficiently memorable? Come 
up with your own analogy or symbol for this 

idea that will be memorable and meaningful to 
the Hero. (And feel free to share it with us! @
HappyLifeResults)

Guide Concept #1: The Lens REMEMBER: If this is your first 
read-through, you’re still in the 
Quick Read stage. You aren’t the 
Guide yet! This means you aren’t 
responsible for mastering these 
concepts to teach the Hero. Your 
job is just to skim through and get 
a general idea of the system. If you 
try all this at once, your brain will 
explode (not really).

When you are not seeing what you 
want to see, first try examining the 
LENS.
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Remember in the introduction when we 
 talked about results, and how the current 

systems are working perfectly to get you the 
current results. Rather than pouring more 
energy into the same system, let’s now consider 
what new perspectives about who you are and 
what it means to change could unlock your 
ability to grow and expand. As Nicholas Epley 
says, “becoming aware of your own perspective 
liberates you from it.”

1 Learn Concept #1 from the Guide, now.

2 Choose a process that you will incorporate 
that internalizes Concept #1. Note it in your 

          Hero Journal. 

Here are some prompts you can use for a boost:

a Write a new description of you as the Hero of 
your choosing. Use your imagination 

          and creativity as you describe who this Hero 
          is and what this Hero is capable of. How 
          clear and complete is the picture? At this 
          point all you are doing is IMAGINING. Go 
          BIG and go WIDE! Other’s limits are not 
          yours, really expand your view. If this Hero 
          you describe could be successful at whatever 
          they choose, what would it be? 

b How does the pre-transformation view of 
big dreams for the future differ from the 

           Hero perspective?

Hero Concept #1: The Lens

When you are not seeing what you 
want to see, first try examining the 
LENS.
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Perspective and Instinctive Response

1If you’re standing at a window and a speeding 
car comes hurtling headlong towards the 

glass. Do you panic, freeze, or leap to the side? 

If there is no time to evaluate, you will fall back 
on automatic or subconscious behavior. This is 
what happens in split-second decisions and our 
actions presume a specific view of the oncoming 
threat. If you change your view of the threat OR 
the instinctive tendency, you can reprogram 
or bypass the automatic response. If you keep 
the same view, then your actions will largely 
depend on how you have trained your instinctive 
responses. If you live on auto-pilot much of the 
time, your programming is basically your life. 
Much of that training may have happened at a 
young age, to include training the limbic system 
which triggers emotional and physical signals in 
our body. 

2Examine your views, beliefs, rules, values, 
paradigms… how you see the World. How is 

this affecting your reality, and are they doing for 
you what you want them to? 

(Checking in again. How are we doing? Hero, if 
you are feeling a bit overwhelmed or feel like you 
aren’t sure what to do; or if you feel like skipping 
ahead or setting the book down, ask the Guide 
what this means and why it’s actually a good sign. 
The Guide has resources to help you keep moving. 
Reach back to the Guide whenever you need a 
boost to keep going.

Remember, when examining the Lens, we are not 
attempting to directly confront or change any 
behavior, only to OBSERVE and ANALYZE your 
way of seeing things. Take notes and learn as 
much as you can about your view of yourself and 
the world. This awareness will be useful in the 
next lessons!)
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Fun idea prompts:

1What if, instead of the car hurtling towards a window, the car was coming toward 
you on a movie screen? What changes about your perspective and any triggered 

responses? It’s not just the material you are looking at that is different, it’s how you think 
it will affect you. If you change how things will affect you, you have changed the world 
around you.

Consider the transformation you seek. How do you view it? Does this view pull you or 
repel you?

2Several humorous video clips on the internet show digital glass displays or high-
definition screens which suddenly show fast approaching danger, such as an alien 

invasion, an oncoming meteor crash, or the floor of an elevator falling away. These are 
entertaining because we are viewing them from the knowledge that it’s an illusion, a 
prank, so the people’s irrational reactions are funny. If they viewed the display the same 
way we do, they would react completely differently. (And spoil the fun!) 

What view of the window of life would most help you to be whatever you want to be? 

3How much about your life is really all in the way you are seeing it? Step back from 
your views and examine how they are affecting what you see. 

4Regarding Goals, ask the following questions:

 a What perspective would best support achieving a goal? 

 b How have my former views about goals triggered instinctive responses that 
would lead to inaction or failure? 

 c What view of a goal would support full engagement and consistent action, no 
matter what surprises come along?

5 ZOOM lens: Your perception of oncoming threats is shaped by the lens as you view 
it. If you were aware that you were looking through a zoom lens, your sense of 

impending danger would be much different. You would realize that there is a great 
distance between you and the threat, which gives you much more “reaction time.” You 
could then process the information consciously and decide what to do next. Without 
that awareness, it would seem you have no time to react and you would go straight to 
instinctive response.
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6Filling out your response to questions like, “what’s the worst that could happen, the 
best that could happen, and the most likely outcome?” assists you to review how 

close or real a threat is. If you’ve never used this approach, give it a try. Take note of 
your thoughts and feelings before and after to see how the exercise affects you.

7 What could you be currently viewing through a zoom lens without realizing it? 
Viewing things as threats pushes you to instinctive reactions. Fewer threats in 

your life would mean greater conscious control of what you do and how you live. What 
perceived threats aren’t really threats at all? 

8Look at the top three causes of stress/drama in your life and the top three changes 
you would like to make. What is it about the way you view these that is enabling 

them to remain how they are? 

1Record your #1 breakthrough for 
this concept. Put in as much detail 

as you can, then compact it into the 
most concise representation of this 
breakthrough as possible, no more 
than seven words - ideally three or less. 
Don’t skip this step. This is where you 
escape the forgetting-curve, and if you 
haven’t made a breakthrough yet, NOW 
is the time to do it!

#3 Do this:

2Using that breakthrough phrase, 
identify ONE reoccurring action 

or trigger that you will use to remind/
refresh this breakthrough for the 
next 24 hours. (Example: think of the 
breakthrough reminder every time you 
pass through a doorway, every time 
you stand up, every time you check 
your smart phone, etc.) 

NOTE: If you aren’t already feeling energized/excited about doing this, ask the Guide 
what you can do to get there. Feeling excited about this is important! 
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Concept #2: Flying
Uninterrupted Peak-Experience… UP! ©
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Help the Hero to understand WHAT 
uninterrupted peak-experience is and 

WHY it is the key to every result the Hero 
wants. Support the Hero as they focus on HOW 
to master it. 

What’s UP!?  
UP! is an uninterrupted peak-experience 
condition stripped of specific context to define 
it. Focusing on UP! as ONE STATE will be 
extremely helpful when we get to the HOW 
stage. In the meantime, here are some context-
dependent words that describe UP! using 
traditional vocabulary, to help understand 
what a person who has mastered UP! would be 
like: 

Motivated, Energized, Fulfilled, Peaceful, 
Confident, in Harmony, Centered, Balanced, 
Ecstatic, Passionate, in Love, Driven, Intuitive, 
Grateful, Playful, Fun, Curious, Growing, 
Constantly Improving, Progressing, Proactive, 
Limitless, Free, Open, Aware, Focused, Clear, 
Fortunate, Generous, Magnanimous, in the Flow, 
in the Zone, Excited, Compassionate, Joyful, 
Adventurous, Daring, Bold, Transforming, 
Vivacious, Thriving, Soulful, Innovative, Positive, 
Optimistic, Committed, Hopeful, and MORE! 

UP! is not just peak-experience, it is 
uninterrupted peak-experience. Mastering 
UP! is an exponential transition. As we will 
discuss, a master of UP! will use varying levels 
of energy, and there will be various contexts or 
directions wherein an UP! master is applying 
their UP! power, but UP! is mastered as a single 
FOCUSED system. Simple is both beautiful and 
powerful. 

GUIDE CONCEPT #2: Uninterrupted Peak-Experience… UP! ©

UP! does not depend on any external 
circumstances. UP! is a dynamic internal state 
that persists throughout any environment or 
context. This is different from a traditional 
system that views enjoyment and happiness as 
end products or as environmentally dependent 
conditions which one must work for and hope 
for as a reward for achievement or as a result 
of creating the right conditions. Instead, UP! 
is a constant, unlimited fuel, powering your 
actions and delivering your results; and the 
enjoyment is there before, during, and after 
setting any goals or making changes in one’s 
environment. Thus, even though UP! is a 
power independent of any circumstances, it 
will have a tremendously positive influence 
on every aspect of life experience and every 
desired RESULT. Ponder the implications 
of this concept for the Hero and note any 
ramifications in your Guide book. (UP! as a 
state independent of circumstances was one of 
the key breakthroughs for me.)  

(Hi. If this is a little new or fuzzy right now, 
don’t worry, that’s OK. Reading the WHY and 
HOW sections will help clarify, but since this 
idea is central to everything else, don’t feel like 
you need to rush through. Take time to think 
and play with this idea, put it in your own 
words and describe it with analogies in your 
Guide book.)

“ UP! is a constant, unlimited 
fuel, powering your actions 
and delivering your results .”  
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Why UP!? 
Giving the Hero insight into the WHY will assist in providing context and purpose 
to the Hero’s training. While the Hero was introduced briefly to the Why in the 
introduction to the Written Source, let’s give the Hero a more complete explanation: 

Richard Koch’s excellent book, The 80/20 Principle, helped me learn: 

1A few inputs create most of the outputs. A few causes create most of the effects. 
A few efforts create most of the RESULTS. We can call these “critical few”.  For 

example, 1% of the words in the English language account for 80% of all verbal 
communication. 

2For each desired output, figure out what the “critical few” are, and focus most of 
your time, energy, and resources on those. This will give you the most dramatic 

leveraged positive effect on your desired outputs.   

3In order to free up resources for the “critical few”, let go of what doesn’t matter. 
Don’t reward EFFORT, reward RESULTS. Focus on what is critical and ignore the 

rest. 

If the Hero wanted to learn English, wouldn’t it make the most sense for them to 
first focus on truly mastering the 1% of words that will affect their understanding of 
80% of what is said? 
The Hero can apply this powerful 80/20 tool to anything in life with great affect. 

Mastering UP! is like mastering the 1%, because the single most “critical few” factor 
for determining the quality and success of the Hero’s life is their internal state. A 
slight shift in the Hero’s internal state (confidence, motivation, positivity, passion, 
love, happiness, etc.) has a monumental impact on everything else in their life. 

Therefore: Where does Mastering UP! fit on the scale of greatest potential for 
dramatic leveraged positive impact on every aspect of the Hero’s life? 

Helping the Hero realize the tremendous power and impact of what they will learn 
will assist the Hero’s survival instincts to support whatever time and energy it 
takes. (And of course, using peak-experience will take the work out of it too! We’ll 
cover that in the How section next.)  A vision of the Why will be extremely useful 
when the Hero is applying the concepts you will teach.
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Put the Why into your own words in your 
Guide book. Keep the Why fresh in the 

mind of the Hero as they move forward on the 
path to mastery.  

Remember our discussion of UP! as a non-con-
text-based condition? In order to paint a more 
vivid picture of UP!, we’re going to look at it in 
a few contexts. Mastering UP! doesn’t require 
the contexts, but looking at the contexts can 
help us see the inward and outward results of 
being UP!.  

This is not a comprehensive list, so feel free to 
add or subtract categories according to your 
interests and those of the Hero. Go through the 
categories and consider how being UP! would 
change the LENS, the PROCESS, and the RE-
SULTS. (I’ve added some assists in parenthe-
sis.) 

1Goals / Directions: When the Hero masters 
UP!, they will have tremendous freedom to 

choose directions and goals to pursue. They 
won’t feel overwhelmed or run out of steam, 
and the “work” involved in progressing to-
wards goals will feel like play. UP! makes the 
entire process feel fun and interesting. The 
Hero can stop wasting any more time and 
energy trying to figure out what will “make” 
them happy; freeing up energy, time, and 
resources to focus on creating the results the 
Hero chooses. 

2Relationships / Influence: Help the Hero 
imagine what a relationship with an UP! 

person would be like. An UP! person’s love is 
unconditional; their intentions positive; they 
are filled with a sense of fun and adventure; 

1. Do this:
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they are genuinely interested and caring; they 
don’t get jealous or offended; they freely share 
and do kind deeds out of pure enjoyment, not 
needing or expecting anything in return; they 
don’t need you to do or say anything special 
for them to feel happy and everything you do 
for them, they treat it like it’s bonus and they 
are grateful; they don’t blame others for caus-
ing negative feelings, in fact it’s more like they 
pre-forgive, since they don’t get offended in the 
first place, and so much more.  

Help the Hero realize that THIS is the kind of 
person they have the power to become, if they 
choose. Ask the Hero how others would relate 
to them once it is a reality. Ask the Hero what 
would this mean for their influence for good in 
the world, especially in their circle of immedi-
ate influence. 

 If this is sounding too good to be true, again, 
it can’t be helped, because this isn’t even a 
complete description.  I hesitated to include 
such an authentic description of this, but in the 
end, I decided that if I were learning about UP! 
for the first time, I would want to know. One 
of the first things I would ask would be, “how 
will mastering UP! improve my relationships?” 
because relationships have always been very 
important to me. 

 With this description of an UP! person, what 
impact would there be on the world if there 
were hundreds, thousands, or millions more? 
How many world problems could be solved?  

3Mental capacity / Transformation: A lot 
of mental capacity in traditional methods 

is wasted on evaluating what circumstances 
could be changed to achieve happiness or fig-
uring out how to avoid feeling bad. All of that 
mental capacity is available to an UP! person to 
use for things they choose to think about. Since 

an UP! person won’t be internally conflicted 
or unmotivated, there is no friction when they 
pursue a transformation or skill acquisition. 
With UP!, the sense of self is open to constant 
growth and adaptation. Mental capacity is 
expanded because of the vast energy sources 
available, which also powers rapid alterations 
of the myelin infrastructures in the brain to 
form new skills and enhance knowledge net-
works. (compare Robert Kegan’s concept of the 
“self-transforming” or “interconnected mind”.) 

4Focus / Selection: The Hero will enjoy 
magnified powers of concentration and 

focus; they will become faster at selecting and 
deselecting what to include in their life strate-
gies. 

5Persistence / Tenacity: When someone is 
having fun, they lose track of time and the 

activity seems like it’s over too soon. UP! will 
allow the Hero to apply this same level of en-
ergy and enjoyment to anything they choose, 
meaning they will appear to have superhuman 
tenacity. 

6Creativity / Innovation: Fear of uncer-
tainty is one of the biggest blockages of 

creativity and innovation. UP! eliminates this 
block, freeing up more creative energy and 
playful curiosity. The bounds are unknown for 
what the Hero can discover and create, as their 
UP! power supplies a steady supply of rocket 
fuel to move any project from start to comple-
tion. 

7Environment Altering: When a person is 
in full alignment with their directions, it’s 

as if the universe responds to facilitate. The 
Universe seems to bend to assist the Hero in 
their quest. The Hero can also use their UP! en-
hanced abilities to create an ideal environment 
which supports their chosen directions. 
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8Instinctive Response Reprogramming / 
Intuition: UP! somehow increases the gap 

between stimulus and response, it will feel like 
there is more time to consciously influence the 
Hero’s response. The Hero can play with re-
programming their instinctive responses, and 
they can explore using intuition and expanding 
their sensory perceptions. 

9Fun / Enjoyment: UP! = Fun! No matter 
where the Hero is or what they are doing, 

the fun-ergy will be available. Mastering UP! 
enhances enjoyment of all types. 

10Productivity: What was once “hard 
work” will become easy to the Hero, 

which will make it “easy” to increase their pro-
ductivity, but also the Hero’s enhanced mental 
and physical abilities will enable them to pro-
duce more efficiently and with higher quality. 

11Abundance / Flow: UP! is conducive to 
openly accepting and sharing resourc-

es, living in the Flow Zone, creating wealth, 
appreciating everything life has to offer.

12Meaning / Fulfillment: This is a natural 
state of mastering UP! 

13Learning / Growth: UP! = growth and 
super learning. With boundless energy 

and an unparalleled openness, learning be-
comes a lifestyle as effortless as breathing.  

14Health / Wellness: The Hero will be 
able to choose and try out any number 

of fitness and wellness strategies, because they 
will ENJOY them; and because the Hero’s sense 
of self-worth will not be tied to their physical 
appearance or abilities.  
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15Intimacy / Sex: BOOM! Superpower. 
Intimacy is one of the most surprising 

effects of mastering the power of UP!. (Perhaps 
we should just leave this one up to the imagi-
nation of the Hero?) 

16Performance: UP! means bulletproof 
confidence, an attitude of play and fun, 

and a seemingly endless supply of fuel and 
mental engagement for the Hero to practice, 
prepare, and perform. The Hero will be com-
fortable and capable of creating a close con-
nection with the audience. 

17Connection: The sense of connection is 
constant, and it is easy to engage and 

connect with others. 

18Exploration: UP! opens the doors to 
limitlessness and the fun of exploring 

in any direction the Hero chooses. 

19Appearance / Attraction: While it won’t 
matter to the Hero’s happiness or self-

worth, UP! improves appearance and attrac-
tiveness on multiple levels. 

20Wealth / Success: The Hero may 
choose to use their UP! power to build 

wealth and fuel career success.  

 I like the way billionaire Richard Branson 
puts it, “most people would assume my busi-
ness success, and the wealth that comes with 
it, have brought me happiness. But they hav-
en’t; in fact, it’s the reverse. I am successful, 
wealthy and connected because I am happy.” 

21Youth/ Vitality: There is some sci-
ence behind this one, but even if there 

wasn’t, it’s a real thing. Mastering UP! will in-
ject more youth and vitality into the Hero’s life. 

22Resiliency / Recovery: When bad 
things happen, being an UP! person 

will enable the Hero to weather the storm 
in the best way possible. Mastering UP! does 
not mean the Hero will never experience any 
setbacks in life, but it does mean that the Hero 
will be best prepared to handle them

1Describe UP! in your own words. Try 
to capture a clear picture of the WHAT 

and WHY, including what is meant by 
“uninterrupted”.  

2How is UP! a unique/different concept and 
how is it like other concepts? 

3Anticipate how the Hero’s “lens” 
concerning UP! will influence their ability 

to master it. What question will you ask the 
Hero?

2. Do this:
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We have arrived at the crucial stage in the 
concept chain, the stage where you will help 
the Hero learn to master the superpower of 
UP! For the Hero to do this, they will ideally 
view UP! through a lens that accepts the idea 
that the Hero CAN master it AND the Hero 
will engage the ideas with a lens of CURIOUS 
PLAY. Until the Hero is open to explore the 
possibility, it won’t exist.  

Try these idea prompts: 
Remember the question we asked in the 
introduction: would it make any sense for 
Superman to be teaching his superpower 
flying lessons to normal people? Now that 
we have covered more of what “flying” looks 
like, let’s re-examine the lens of what the Hero 
may think is possible and how to approach the 
challenge of learning something so powerful.  

Play to Win!
The Hero’s survival instincts love to conserve 
energy as a strategy for keeping them alive. 
If the Hero assumes it isn’t possible to learn 
to fly, their survival instincts are not going 
to support expending energy to make the 
attempt. In order to free up the energy needed 
for anything, we want to get the Hero’s 
survival instincts on board to support the 
necessary energy budget.  

What is the ideal Hero perspective for freeing up 
an unlimited energy budget for mastering UP! 
power? 

There are some options: 

1The Hero can accept mastering UP! as a 
pending reality, something that is going 

to happen and the benefits will be theirs. So 

long as they see the advantageous trade-off for 
the energy expenditure, the Hero’s survival 
instincts won’t block them from expending 
the energy. A crystal-clear picture of the Why 
of UP! would be extremely valuable here. It 
must be a convincing mental picture, or their 
survival instincts will veto it. Moving forward 
with confidence in the future reality is playing 
to WIN. The Hero isn’t just making effort, they 
are starting with the WIN in mind and figuring 
out how to get there. 

Notice that this strategy is in line with 
traditional system approaches.  

Namely: if the Hero perceives UP! as a real 
enough possibility with desirable enough 
reasons, and if the Hero can get a sense of 
progress soon enough, this method will deliver 
some results. However, you know by now that 
we aren’t satisfied with traditional results, 
or even above-traditional, we’re going for 
dramatic improvement! So we aren’t going to 
stop here. 

2Even before the Hero masters the full 
level of UP!, they can begin to implement 

some Peak-experience strategies. This will 
launch their progress into higher-gear. One 
such strategy is to use a CURIOUS PLAY 
mindset in every step of the process. Curiosity 
activates the brain and frees up energy. Play 
sends signals that the Hero is in a condition of 
abundance and safety, which puts the survival 
instincts at ease. Play is the go-to method used 
by children to learn to manipulate the body 
and environment to keep them alive. Combine 
these two approaches and the Hero will get 
VIP access to their internal energy resources.  

From the very first concept, assist the Hero to 
employ an intellectual curiosity and a playful 
approach to learning this system.  

Support the Hero in HOW to 
master UP! 
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Prompt suggestions you can use to assist the 
Hero: 

A“It’s OK, let’s have fun with this and see 
 what happens.” 

B“Feeling “mind-blown”? Isn’t it great? 
Embracing that “mind-blown” feeling with 

enthusiasm will accelerate progress.” 

(If the Hero starts feeling like this is a lot to 
take in or inexplicably feels like stepping away 
for a bit to regroup, that’s GREAT! It means 
they are using an active learning approach, 
and active learning will help them escape the 
forgetting-curve. Instead of stepping away, 
realize that this is a good feeling and help them 
move forward by acknowledging the feeling 
and continuing to take incremental steps 
ahead. Viewing dramatic shifts in a negative 
way shuts them down, while viewing them 
positively opens the floodgates.) 

C“Let’s just play with a few ideas, maybe test 
 a couple of things for fun…” 

D“As long as we keep moving forward, this 
will make more and more sense. Let’s just 

experiment with one thought at a time, for 
now. We can see how the pieces fit together 
later.” 

This approach will seem completely counter-
intuitive if the Hero has been used to a 
traditional view. Help the Hero to realize that 
taking this too seriously will inhibit the Hero’s 
progress, while jumping into it like it’s all a 
game will enhance the speed of the Hero’s 
mastery! This is PLAYING to win, using playful 
curiosity in order to make the most progress. 
As the Hero applies peak-experience, they 
can safely ramp up the energy and drive their 
progress without drag 
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1On the top or bottom of the first 5 pages 
(written or digital) of your guide book, put 

a symbol or reference that means “Curiosity 
and Play” as a reminder to prompt the Hero to 
look at this with that mindset.  

2The Hero should START with HAPPY, 
rather than trying to earn happy. Find out 

how the Hero views “hard work” when making 
changes. Help the Hero to focus from the 
beginning on the best feelings they can muster, 
as this will accelerate their growth more than 
the path of “hard work.” Help the Hero to see 
that the energy part of the work can be much 
higher if they don’t make the work “hard.” 
Making it “hard” cues the survival instincts 
that there is a scarcity of resources which 
leads to a restriction on the energy available to 
do what the Hero wants.  

Using Peak-experience will not only speed up 
the Hero’s learning, and it will also be moving 
the Hero closer to being able to master the full 
Uninterrupted Peak-Experience. Traditional 
methods emphasize using future achievements 
as a carrot and waiting for progress before 
allowing the achiever to feel good. We want to 
take the opposite approach: use “feeling good” 
as a method for maximizing progress.  

Here are some prompts you can use to 
assist the Hero in the beginning. (They will 
eventually be unnecessary.) 

ARemind the Hero: The best way to …. 
(make progress, learn, connect, etc.) …is 

to start with Peak-Experience. Feeling good is 
the fastest route to the result. 

3. Do this: BThe Hero can explore the idea: “Isn’t 
gratitude such an amazing feeling? I’m 

so grateful for gratitude.” (This is an infinite 
virtuous loop, which you can run as long as 
needed in order to jump start feeling Peak-
experience.) 

CSimilarly, “It feels so good to feel good. 
I love feeling good.” (Another infinite 

virtuous loop.) 

DPeak-experience is what happens 
naturally when the Hero allows it to 

happen. All the Hero need do is to let it happen. 
(Explore with the Hero the idea that the Hero’s 
natural, default state, if there were no limits 
or circumstances pulling them down, is to 
experience good feelings, and that this is the 
core of their being. See “Joystick” principle 
later in the Written Source.)  

EGet the Hero moving! (Have the Hero 
change their physiology with brief 

exercise, a few deep breaths, standing in a 
superhero power pose, stretching, etc.) Give 
them a 5-minute MOVE break and then get 
right back into it. 

FPractice thinking kind feelings, wishing 
good things for other people, or doing 

something nice for someone.  

GWhatever the Hero thinks puts them in a 
good mood fast. (For training purposes 

only. Ha-ha) 

Pick a conspicuous place to put a symbol or 
reminder of the idea to help the Hero “Start 

with Happy”.  

4. Do this:
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Enjoy the Process
While the Hero is on the path playing at 
peak-experience with the aim of eventually 
becoming an UP! master, they are on the 
fastest route.  

A traditional view of their goal could 
intimidate the Hero with the height of the 
challenge. However, we are not on an arduous 
climb, we are having fun and experimenting as 
a part of the method. Progress is much easier - 
and much more enjoyable - than the Hero may 
think.  

If the Hero is attempting to try hard or work 
hard to feel good, help them see that “hard” is 
not the method; instead the Hero’s aim is for 
the process to be enjoyable, fun, and easy.  

 The idea of being in an uninterrupted 
peak-experience state could seem like it’s 
asking a lot of the Hero. Help them see that 
mastering UP! is WAY easier than traditional 
methods that require suffering or postponing 
enjoyment. Here, there is no point in the Hero 
feeling bad about anything along the way. 
You laugh, but I know someone out there 
was thinking it! Help the Hero to be pleased 
with wherever they are in the process and 
encourage fun experimentation and trying 
things out from exactly where they are, 
moving upward. 

Motivation 
I think it could be helpful at this point to 
discuss traditional methods of motivation. 
Remember those “pain points” we intentionally 
skipped over in the beginning of the book? 
Don’t worry, we are not going to list them off 
here either, but let’s discuss their general use 
in traditional motivation methods.  Hopefully 
you are seeing the advantage of using Happy 
Power over pain points. 

Here is a quick run-down of what happens 
when someone tries using pain points as a 
long-term motivational strategy: 

Why Pain Points? 
There are studies that say the brain is more 
motivated to avoid pain than it is by seeking 
pleasure. Thus, some advocate focusing on the 
pain of not taking a desired outcome as a way 
to motivate action.   

If a person views spending money as painful, 
they will be less likely to buy a product that 
offers nice benefits than they will be to buy a 
product that solves a bigger pain. 

In repeated studies, people would select or 
deselect the exact same choices based only on 
how the option was worded. The wording that 
meant they were avoiding pain was more likely 
to be picked. 

So why not take advantage of this natural 
tendency to get your Hero to take action?  

I would love to hear your thoughts on this.  

Remember how we addressed it in the intro? If 
we consider that using pain points is working 
to achieve the Hero’s current results, and the 
Hero wants to stay with the current results, 
then there you go. All you have to do is, instead 
of focusing on the amazing benefits of what 
their life will look like once they have mastered 
UP!, focus instead on all of the unnecessary 
suffering, failure, loss, and conflict that their 
current lack of it is causing in their life. When 

Mastering UP! is WAY easier 
than traditional methods 
that require suffering or 
postponing enjoyment.  
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the pain feels real enough and hurts enough, 
they will make changes…. for a while.  
The survival instincts and the brain working 
together are extremely efficient, to the point 
that they will expend the bare minimum 
resources necessary to get away from the pain. 
“Why do I need to go to the gym? Oh yeah, so I 
don’t feel the pain of ‘X’” will only work up to a 
certain point. 

The studies on pain avoidance were using a 
very narrow, short-term application.  There is a 
huge difference between using a pain motivator 
and generating motivation capable of yielding 
massive, sustainable improvement.  

Stimulating a pain-avoidance action is not the 
same as fueling a transformation.  

To be sustainable, the action of going to the gym 
will eventually need to become enjoyable.  

Setting the Traps 
Another issue is that, if there are many desired 
actions, there would need to be a lot of pain 
point triggers. The more threatening an 
environment, the more the brain prioritizes 
conserving resources. Repeatedly setting and 
refreshing “pain triggers” to motivate oneself to 
act will lead to a slippery slope of diminishing 
returns. The more pain triggers and traps set 
up, the fewer and smaller the routes available 
to avoid pain in order to achieve the desired 
outcomes; and the smaller the energy budget 
available to avoid the pain.  

“There is a huge difference 
between using a pain 
motivator and generating 
motivation capable of 
yielding massive, sustainable 
improvement.” 
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The Motivator becomes the 
De-Motivator 
Repeatedly hitting pain points to get a 
desired outcome risks the desired outcome 
getting associated with the pain. It’s classic 
conditioning at its worst. When that happens, 
the survival instincts will swoop in to the 
rescue - often at the expense of whatever goals 
you were pursuing. 

come up with a creative subterfuge to avoid 
confronting the action in the first place. They 
haven’t quit, they’re just putting things on 
the back burner for a while as they chase 
something else that currently has priority. 

Let’s Get Outta Here 
Using enough threats stimulates Fight/
Flight/Freeze. If the Hero pushes themselves 
up against a small challenge using threats, 
they can stimulate a bit of fight reflex and 
then channel that energy to overcome the 
task. It seems to be working alright, so they 
use it again and again against bigger and 
bigger tasks. When the Hero eventually finds 
themselves facing too many cumulative tasks 
or a seemingly unbeatable task, that same 
fight/flight/freeze switch decides that Fight 
isn’t going to work against this beast. It’s time 
to AVOID or FREEZE or REBEL against the 
weaker force, which here is the idea pushing 
them into the corner. The Hero inexplicably 
finds themselves now avoiding their tasks or 
not taking any action on them.  

It seems crazy for the Hero to sabotage their 
own goals and dreams, but in a threatening 
environment the survival instincts and 
subconscious care more about living through 
the day than they do about how much the Hero 
weighs or how much money is in the bank.  

 Skip the Pain Points Again 
So this is one of the times I opened up the 
machine to explain why I did it this way. We 
skipped the pain points in the intro because, 
although they may work to trigger short-term 
action like reading a book, there is a superior 
way and it’s via the path of peak-experience. 

Using peak-experience from the beginning 
unlocks high-speed, maximum, sustainable, 
positive results! 

Short-term gain, long-term loss 
As an example, let’s say a salesperson uses 
pain points to motivate a buyer to “solve their 
problem” by spending money on a service. 
Let’s assume the pain point pitch succeeds 
in convincing the buyer to feel the pain (it’s 
always a choice). While the buyer is feeling 
the pain, the buyer is in a negative state. The 
buyer’s instincts are keeping track of all of this 
in the background, and if the buyer doesn’t 
have a strong lens of personal power over 
their own state, all of the pain blame gets 
pointed at the poor salesperson. If the buyer 
felt cornered or pressured, it’s even worse; 
and if the buyer later feels remorse over the 
money spent, it’s a continuing pain saga that’s 
all the salesperson’s “fault”. It only takes a few 
interactions like this before all it will take to 
trigger the buyer’s defensive shields is the 
thought of an interaction with salespeople. 
The buyer will increasingly avoid salespeople, 
purely out of instinct to avoid the pain, which 
is the same tool the original salesperson was 
using to increase sales.  

Not Quitting, a Strategic Pause 
With the Hero’s quest for transformation, a 
similar thing can happen. Since the pain of 
failure is also to be avoided, the Hero’s clever 
survival instincts and subconscious will not 
push them into that trap, rather, they will 

“A superior way is via the path 
of peak-experience”
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Keep it Simple!
Remember earlier when I said that we’d cover 
more about UP! as a single state in the “How” 
section? Now is the time. There is incredible 
power in simplicity. Psychological studies show 
that simplicity even elicits a pleasure response. 
As we discussed in the 80/20 principle 
earlier, focusing on the critical few is a way to 
dramatically improve results.  

Case study: In 1997, the company Apple had 
over 300 products, had a net loss of over $1 
billion, and was 3 months from going out of 
business. This is the crisis co-founder Steve 
Jobs was confronted with when he returned to 
Apple to take the reins. His goal was to quickly 
reduce the number of products in the line-up 
to only 4 products! A year later, Apple posted a 
profit of $309 million. 

By narrowing the corporation’s focus to 
the critical few products, they were able to 
succeed at improving them and effectively 
promoting them to explode the growth and 
popularity of the company. 

The traditional approach to mindset/
positivity/confidence/energy-management/
flow, etc... is rather complex. Rather than 300 
products to manage, there are over 3,000 
different words for emotions, and a different 
strategy for each context group. We could 
spend hours getting into them, but our whole 
goal is simplification. So let’s try something 
different. 

Just as Steve Jobs aimed to narrow his 
company’s focus to 4 products, we will narrow 
our focus to just 4 things: 

“Focus on the critical few to 
dramatically improve results ”
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1Positive / Negative: It’s either up or down. 
On the chart, above the line is positive, 

below the line is negative. 

2Energy: The energy level or intensity of 
the positive or negative state. Energy near 

zero is akin to feelings of peace (positive) or 
boredom (negative), while energy at a 5 is 
akin to being ecstatic (positive) or terrified 
(negative). It’s possible to shift from negative 
to positive at the same energy level. (As 
opposed to thinking a person needs to come 
up from a -5 incrementally to a 0, then 0 up to 
+5.) Thus, by shifting from negative to positive 
in the same energy level, a person could go 
instantly from terrified to ecstatic and from 
pain to pleasure. If a person wants to go from 
peaceful to ecstatic, they just increase the 
energy level.  

Important: This is a good place to mention 
this. A feeling of peace or Zen is not better or 
worse than another emotion like love, it’s just a 
different energy level of a positive state. (And a 
different context… that’s next!)

3Context / Direction:
 Context: This is the environment 

associated with the state, to include the 
timeframe. The actual (POSITIVE/NEGATIVE + 
ENERGY) is not different, it just has a different 
context. 

Here are a few examples: 
Food: like/delicious/desirable/appetizing
Person like/love/connect/attraction
Gift: grateful/surprised/curious/touched 
Goal motivated/successful/accomplished

Important: There are unlimited variations 
of context. We discuss it here only to identify 
its effect on language. In practice, context is 
irrelevant to mastering UP!, but is useful when 

discussing the effects of UP! on a person’s life.
Direction: This is the strategy or the aim 
of the Hero to which the Hero applies their 
(POSITIVE + ENERGY). It’s like the context; 
it’s the purpose toward which the Hero moves. 
Like context, it will not affect the Hero’s 
state, as the Hero’s state is independent of 
circumstances; but since it is something the 
Hero focuses on, it’s on the list. A direction can 
be anything a Hero chooses: a person, a career, 
a skill or a craft, a project, a legacy… there are 
infinite directions a Hero may choose. 

4Uninterrupted / Interrupted: Until the 
Hero masters UP!, there will be periods 

where Peak-experience is interrupted. The 
best way to approach those interruptions 
is - no surprise here - to shift back as quickly 
as possible. One method of doing this is pre-
intend to meet the interruptions with curiosity 
and play. Once the Hero has mastered UP!, 
they will no longer shift down into NEGATIVE 
and there will be no more interruptions to 
the Peak-experience. Thus, an UP! master 
can narrow their focus to ENERGY and 
DIRECTION.  

We will discuss later the powerful 
transformation that happens when the Hero 
becomes an UP! master, but based on our 
previous discussion of simplicity and focusing 
on the “critical few,” I think you can see how 
this would be a tremendous advantage.

“Using peak-experience from 
the beginning unlocks high-
speed, maximum, sustainable, 
positive results! “
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This concept is the pivotal core of the Happy 
Life Results kind of improvement we discussed 
in the introduction. The clearer and more 
comprehensive your understanding of UP!, the 
greater the heights you will reach. 

The monumental positive impact of mastering 
UP! cannot be explained or fully predicted. 

The Guide has a lot to explain and it can feel 
like a lot to internalize, so just take one con-
cept at a time. Capture the curiosity you felt as 
a kid, sounding out the words and figuring out 
the meaning. Explore the ideas and think of 
creative ways to integrate them.  

The Guide has been charged with helping you 
learn to master UP!, and the Guide book will 
be an essential tool for doing that, because the 
Guide book was prepared specifically with you 
in mind. The Guide will have the advantage of 
knowing where you are coming from as they 
chart for you the path to the next horizon.  

Remember what we discussed earlier about 
the stages of internalization. Figure out what 
stage you are at for each idea the Guide pres-
ents, and then implement a practice to move it 
to the next level.  

The Guide has some prompts and tools to help 
get you going. Experiment with those as well 
as others that you come up with, explore ways 
to implement and clarify each idea until it be-
comes a part of you. 

Hero Concept #2: Uninterrupted 
Peak Experience, UP!
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Did you resort to any traditional methods? 
What went well and what could be better? 

6Rinse and repeat. How do you feel about 
#1? Want to use it again, or are you ready 

to move to #2? Pick one and apply for 24 hours. 

Day Two is complete?  How did it go?  

7Evaluate, adjust, experiment. Want to keep 
the same game-changer, or ready for the 

next. Pick one and apply for 24 hours 

After your third application of the 
gamechanger application come back to this 
section.  

The processes of narrowing down the ideas, 
selecting, comparing, evaluating, prediction, 
testing, applying, etc; all serve to facilitate 
internalization. As you focus more on the 
process and less on success or failure of 
application, you are applying the principles of 
UP! mastery. 

The 3-day application exercise was meant 
to give you immediate experience and self-
reflection, as you report back to the Guide 
on your experience (notice I didn’t say on 
progress).  

1Think 80/20 and look for the “critical few”, 
i.e. the biggest game-changing ideas. As 

the Guide presents the concepts, make a list 
in your Hero Journal of the top game-changer 
ideas that you see as having the biggest 
potential positive impact for you starting 
today. From your list, select the top three. 

2Start with Happy. As you consider the 
ways to apply these concepts, and then 

as you move to application, follow the Guide’s 
suggestions on what will make the biggest 
difference in your experience and in your 
results. Bring enjoyment and interest to the 
learning party.  

3For each of the top three game-changers, 
come up with one application that, if 

you applied the game-changer concept to 
that application, it would deliver the most 
meaningful results you want. Document where 
you are at with the applications now, and 
then what you think could happen using UP! 
principles.  

4Of the three critical few with applications, 
choose one application and try it out for 24 

hours starting now, just to see what happens.  
Once you have the application selected and 
documented, tell the Guide you are ready to 
move on to the next concept. Make a note for 
yourself to come back to this point in 24 hours. 

If you are reading this, it should be 24 hours 
after you applied game-changer #1 - unless 
you’re on the Quick Read Stage, then you can 
keep going, you’re almost there! 

5Jot down a little about your experience. 
What state were you in as you applied it? 

4. Do this:

Using what you learned about yourself and 
about the concepts during the three-day 

experiment, write down in your Hero Journal 
what you will do next to internalize the next 
game-changer you wish to internalize? When 
will you review and change focus? While I 
suggested one at a time, what works best for 
you? 

5. Do this:
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Concept #3: The Game
In the game of life, you hold the Joystick!
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How is it going, Guide? Still on the edge of your 
seat ready for more? If so, awesome, let’s 

keep going. Otherwise, stand up and stretch for 
60 seconds and then take another minute to skim 
over your recent notes before moving on. 

Let Go, Already! 
Are you familiar with the idea of letting go 
of attachments in order to escape suffering? 
Depending on where the Hero is currently on 
this idea, one of the challenges to adopting such 
an approach is the feeling that letting something 
go means losing it. The actual concept is more 
profound, but we’re going to approach this 
differently. Rather than “letting go”, we’re going 
to frame things in a way that makes it easier for 
the Hero to adopt without internal conflict.  

Let me Play! 
Let’s think of attachment to something in terms of 
the locus of control. A fun visual is the video game 
controller, or joystick. Anything that the Hero 
thinks they must have in order to be happy, holds 
the joystick. So long as it holds the joystick, the 
Hero’s internal state will be in the control of that 
thing. The Hero can keep that thing in their life, 
they just need to take back the joystick. In other 
words, the Hero must internalize power of UP!.  

Let Me Think About It 
Various meditation and find-your-passion 
practices emphasize the accessibility of good 
feelings, even with a few deep breaths, or by 
leaning towards love or gratitude. It really can 
be effortless to feel good. Help the Hero realize 
how accessible good feelings are. Here’s the catch 
with powerful practices like meditation: help the 
Hero keep the joystick without giving the control 
over to any practice, even meditation. If they use 

Guide Concept #3: The Game
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meditation, and they feel good, OWN it! Don’t 
blame it on the mediation or feel like they can 
only feel good when they meditate. That would 
be giving away the joystick all over again, 
wouldn’t it? 

Too Easy 
It is effortless to feel good WHILE we are 
feeling good. It only seems hard to feel good 
when we are NOT feeling good and we WANT 
to be. NOT feeling good is hard. Feeling good is 
easy.  

Will that be a new idea for the Hero, that 
feeling good is EASY? 

As the Hero explores the path of escaping 
suffering, they will incrementally increase 
the time they are in Peak-experience. As their 
peak-experience time increases, the Hero will 
gradually lift up into the air higher and higher 
until they reach the uninterrupted level, UP!.  

If the Hero uses some boost ideas and 
applications, emphasize that the Hero should 
own the joystick throughout. 

Hedonistic Treadmill? 
Are we saying they should ride the hedonistic 
treadmill of ease and pleasure? I’m sure you 
see how that is not the case, but the Hero may 
get confused, so take the chance to clear things 
up.  

The hedonistic treadmill is focused on external 
stuff that is supposed to somehow MAKE 
a person happier in life. UP! is completely 
independent of circumstances or stuff. We’re 
not teaching the Hero to chase after stuff that’s 
easy or feels good, we’re teaching the Hero 
that the best way to achieve their highest, 
most challenging aims in life is by fueling their 
productivity by flying. 
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The experience of traveling the path to UP! 
mastery, will eventually start to feel like 

things are just magically getting better in your 
life. Results probably aren’t appearing out of 
nowhere in reality, but that’s exactly how it 
FEELS! This is no exaggeration. At some point, 
it will feel like you are going UP! without even 
trying. 

As the Guide explains concept #3, think about 
why it is important and how it can help you to 
have a correct concept of what it will look like 
and feel like to fly.  

The approach you take to getting off the 
ground should align with the principles of UP!. 
Don’t give away the controller to anything, bad 
or good!  

Letting go of attachments is a way to have 
MORE freedom, not less. You are not losing 
whatever had the controller, you are regaining 
the control of your feelings about it. (We don’t 
even need to figure out what the attachment is, 
just politely take possession again of the power 
of the controller.)  

Let go of EVERYTHING that could pull you 
down. Why hold onto anything that could pull 
you down. Keeping the controller 100% makes 
the most sense! 

Hero Concept #3: Control

Going UP! Without Even Trying
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6. Do This:

1Identify moments or activities where you 
experience flow, motivation, fun, and ease. 

Describe or ponder how you feel and what 
your performance is like. Internalize concept 
#3 until you fully own your role in those 
experiences.  

2Some feel the need at this point to go 
through and systematically reclaim the 

joystick from each area of their life that they 
have allowed control of their internal state.  

It is not necessary to identify what holds the 
controller. You can own a 100% universal 
controller. It’s the simplest way to do this. 

Use your internalization practice to integrate 
this idea, in whatever wording you choose: 

“Nothing but me controls my internal state, 
and my natural state is UP!”
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Concept #4: Signals
Don’t eat the Bell, it’s just a signal! (Taco 
Bell is an exception.)
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(Hi there. We’ve made amazing progress to get to 
this point. We are about to examine a major Lens 
right now. If you need a quick glass of water or to 
get a quick stretch, now is a good time to do it.)  

 You know the story of Pavlov and the dog? It’s 
a very disappointing story for the dog. Pavlov 
presented the dog with food and at the same time, 
presented a “neutral stimulus”, or neutral signal. 
In Pavlov’s case, he used a bell. Fido the dog got 
used to hearing the bell with the arrival of food. 
Here’s where the disappointment comes in. Once 
Fido associated the bell with food, Pavlov was 
able to ring the bell with NO FOOD, and still get 
the same response from Fido (poor, slobbering 
Fido… and no chow to eat.)  

Model Matters 1.0 
The Hero’s body is constantly bombarding 
them with a myriad of thousands of inputs and 
signals. While the subconscious may be aware 
of more that’s going on, the Hero’s conscious 
mind is selectively deaf to the majority. The 
Hero’s conscious mind can go along quite merrily 
ignoring most of the inputs and signals entirely.  

Fire! 
One model for viewing these inputs within the 
body is to think of them as separate control 
centers that demand action from the Hero. For 
example, the stomach sends up an alert that it is 
hungry, and the Hero must respond and put out 
the fire before things get worse. I’m not speaking 
to the health issue here, I’m speaking to the model 
used to view the signal input from the stomach. 
This model puts the Hero in reactive mode and 
lends itself to further disempowering ideas that 
put the signals in charge of the Hero’s internal 
state. Just like Pavlov’s bell, only from the inside. 

Guide Concept #4: Signals

So, there were actually 
over 40 dogs, none 
of them named Fido. 
(Pavlov was Russian.) 
This is Icar and one of 
his canine pals is named 
Zloday which means 
“thief”. I bet there’s a 
backstory to that name, 
and I’m guessing Zloday figured out a way 
to outsmart the bell experiment! Haha
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Neutral Signals 
Before poor Fido associated the bell with food, 
the bell was completely neutral. It had no 
meaning. Remember how selective the Hero’s 
conscious brain must be on which signals it 
pays attention to? For example, the Hero’s 
stomach is empty most of the day. So most of 
the day, the Hero is just not paying attention to 
that emptiness. If some food became suddenly 
available and the Hero tuned in to the stomach 
to see if it was “hungry”, the most likely 
answer would be “YES, and I’ve been this way 
for hours!”  

If the Hero has internalized a program that 
treats hunger like an emergency or a threat, 
they have empowered food and an otherwise 
ignorable stomach signal to take over anytime 
it pops up into the Hero’s awareness. And since 
the subconscious is assisting in the threat 
department, this is likely to happen way more 
often than is necessary to keep our Hero alive. 
Even worse, if the Hero has internalized a 
program that says Hungry=Hangry if food isn’t 
available, then the Hero has given the joystick 
to food. Also, if the Hero has internalized the 
idea that tasty food MAKES them feel good, 
they have given over the joystick. 

New Signals 
This carries over into signals that a situation 
is new, and therefore the Hero is uncertain 
about how to deal with it. The body dutifully 
sends up a signal that there is something new, 
and it’s up to the Hero to decide what that 
means. If the Hero is on auto-pilot, and new 
signal= threat, the Hero will instinctively avoid 
anything unfamiliar because it is perceived 
as a danger. This is how the Hero can be 
paralyzed or held back by fear from situations 
that would actually further the Hero’s desired 
directions. 
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Super Model 
For the Hero to become superhuman, they 
need a new model for dealing with body 
signals. If the Hero accepts all input as neutral, 
like the bell, they can determine what to 
do with the input. If the Hero already has a 
100% universal controller, this will be much 
easier because the signals don’t have power 
over the Hero’s internal state. They are input, 
circumstances, information the Hero can use.  

Robot? 
Before we go further, this could come across as 
our poor Hero becoming like a machine instead 
of a human. Nothing could be further from 
the truth. There’s a reason I said superhuman. 
As the Hero becomes more comfortable with 
owning the joystick and dealing with the 
signals as input, the signals are no longer 
threatening, and the subconscious also shifts 
more in sync. When this happens, the Hero will 
become MORE aware of the input, not less.  

A Shoulder to Cry On 
It’s similar to what happens when a person 
goes from being overstressed and unavailable 
emotionally to being centered and available 
to support others. When the Hero owns 
their power, they can ramp up their sensory 
perception as much as they like, since the 
signals are there to inform not take control. 

As our Hero learns to fly, they will be 
eliminating threats, reducing stress, 
feeling better more, and they will become 
superhuman in their ability to follow their 
dreams and to connect with and support 
others.
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Hi there, Hero. How is your quest going? 
Hopefully some of these questions and 

strategies are beginning to sink in. You’ve 
probably already made more improvements 
than you realize just by being open to them. 
That’s one of the reasons it’s helpful to document 
your “before” perspective, then revisit it later to 
see what’s different. 

Read this before the Guide gives you concept 
#4:  

Hero, this concept is another game-changer 
for most. For you to be able to remain open 
and curious to this idea, approach it with a 
perspective of experimentation and play. We 
want to reassure your system that these new 
ideas are fun and interesting rather than 
threatening, that will keep the energy flow open. 
If you feel your brain shutting down, examine 
your lens and see if you are viewing the idea 
as an incoming car about to crash through the 
glass. Put it back on the movie screen and treat 
it like the story it is. You’ll enjoy much better 
concentration and energy by keeping that focus. 

Learn concept #4 from the Guide 

Questions to ask yourself:

1How would I think and live differently if I 
viewed my physiological signals as input? 

2How would this alter my instinctive 
reactions to them? 

3What would you be capable of in terms of: 
nutrition, exercise, fear, fatigue, intensity, 

empathy, etc.? Mentally explore your limits and 
imagine as far and wide as you like. 

Hero Concept #4: Ding

1Reflect on experiences where you tuned 
in and out of physical signals as well as 

times you raised or lowered your energy 
level by changing your focus. (They are 
there if you look.) 

2What are you really capable of? Put 
down 3 ideas of what might be possible. 

3Put a symbol or phrase in a conspicuous 
place, or choose a repetitive task as a 

gateway to remind yourself of this concept 
for 24 hours.  

7. Do This:
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Concept #5: Laser Focus
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Focus is the difference between a laser 
that can cut through metal and that same 

amount of energy spread out in a freezing cold 
warehouse. Support the Hero as they learn to 
better apply the 80/20 principle to focus on the 
factors with the highest leverage for desired 
outcome.  

As much as possible, as you are instructing the 
Hero, narrow the focus to the smallest point of 
impact possible:  

The one objective 
The next step 
The main idea 
The fewest words 

As quickly as possible zero in on the “critical 
few” ideas to present, the ideas that will 
give the Hero the greatest transformational 
leverage; drop the rest.  

LESS scattered is MORE desired outcome.  

Yes, you could have your Hero bring a bag full 
of tools and run around chopping at a bunch of 
trees, but at the end of the day, there would be 
little to show for the effort. If instead, we focus 
the Hero on selecting and sharpening the ONE 
tool and applying maximum effort on the #1 
tree, your Hero has only to keep moving and 
the result will be an inevitable conclusion. 

Guide Concept #5: Laser Focus

Stay focused, keep moving forward.
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Hero, we’ve already talked about the 80/20 
principle and the “critical few.” As you are 

learning and internalizing these concepts, it really 
helps to narrow your focus as much as possible. 
This is why we haven’t given any assignments that 
take longer than three days, and why you’ve been 
asked to narrow things down do no more than three 
things to focus on. It may seem like the more you do 
at once the better, but in fact, if you can narrow your 
focus to one single activity/behavior/factor that has 
the highest impact and focus as much of your time/
energy/attention on that ONE thing as possible, then 
your progress will be much more rapid than that 
scatter shot approach.  

Guide Concept #5: Laser Focus

1Do a quick review of what the Guide has taught 
you so far and what you have recorded in your 

Hero Journal. 

2Narrow down your focus to the principle that will 
bring you the biggest bang for the buck as you 

fully internalize it.  

3Determine how much time, energy, and massive 
action can you pile on to that one principle for the 

next three days.  

4Document where you are now and what you think 
might happen over the next 3 days. 

 After your 3-day FOCUS, compare notes from where 
you were to where you are now. Remember the 
comparing and contrasting are helps in the process of 
internalizing, and the point here was to experiment 
with using massive focus on ONE thing. Enjoying the 
game is the method as well as the result.     

8. Do This:
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Concept #6: The Engine
“No matter the skill of the driver, the vehicle 
is between them and the finish line.” 
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“No matter the skill of the driver, the vehicle is 
between them and the finish line.” 

The Hero no doubt knows that their physical 
health plays a part in what they are 

capable of. Direct them to focus on their health 
in order to have more power in the tank to 
fuel their transformation. The Hero should use 
UP! principles in order to initiate and sustain 
instinctive healthy practices in their life. 

By using the Hero’s positive emotions and 
energy to fuel healthy habits such as exercise, 
nutrition, and sleep; it’s a virtuous cycle that 
will increase their energy levels; they can then 
apply their increased energy to consistently 
act upon better and better habits of well-being 
and growth. Exercise is a natural high, so it 
can be used as a boost. The Hero will benefit 
from regular exercise and from choosing a 
deliberate eating strategy, rather than eating 
according to mood or whim. Tuning up the 
engine is not necessary to mastering UP!, but 
it’s very helpful for fueling the Hero. Plus, it’s 
such a great area to focus on for the direct 
applications of UP! principles. 

Guide Concept #6: The Engine
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Hero, how proficient are you at powering your 
directions with Peak-experience? If you 

are still struggling with maintaining it, this is a 
perfect opportunity to try it out on something 
that will deliver results!

If you are already well on your way to mastering 
UP!, then this concept will be a walk in the park!

Hero Concept #6: Vroom!

1Evaluate your physical health.  

2Identify the top three “critical few” unhealthy 
practices that are harming your Engine. 

3Identify the top three “critical few” healthy 
practices that would give you the biggest 

improvement in your health and energy levels. 

4Choose one item from the above two lists that 
you will focus on. I’m hoping it’s the one that 

will give you the greatest impact, rather than the 
easiest one.  Want to change it real quick? Ready? 

5Document the before impressions in your 
Hero Journal. 

6Now focus on feeling great and using your 
fun-ergy to integrate the item you chose. 

Rather than just focusing on it when you are 
doing it, use the Laser Focus practice and make it 
a part of you in every way possible for three days.  

9. Do This
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Concept #7: Limitlessness
“Powerful elephants are held captive by small strands 
of rope, only because they believe it cannot be broken.” 
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As the Hero improves in mastering UP! and 
begins to experience greater energy and 

focus, it’s time to set the Hero’s sites on what 
they want to do with all this power. 

 Even if the Hero already has very clear 
directions and pursuits in life, it’s helpful 
to pull out the lens periodically and give it 
another look. They are a different person now 
than they were when they set their directions.  

The Hero would have chosen higher heights to 
aim for if they thought they were within their 
grasp. Give them some time and space to really 
consider the view.  

Encourage the Hero to be contagiously curious 
and actively employ a positive identity that 
enjoys and is confident in their ability to grow 
and improve.  

Only by testing the Hero’s perceived limits will 
they really discover their true potential. What 
is the best version of the Hero imaginable? 
Encourage them to go for the utmost best 
possible for them in every area.  

Even though the Hero has this idea, it may help 
to mention again that as the Hero approaches 
improvement with a lens of curiosity and 
wonder, the ups and downs of the process are 
part of the fun, not inhibitors of it. The result 
is a PULL rather than a push motivation. The 
energy of discovery MOVES the Hero in the 
direction of their goals, and they just navigate 
the rush.  

Guide Concept #7: Limitlessness
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Is this Getting Serious? 

Hero, as your power increases, it’s time to get…. 
LESS SERIOUS. We want to keep those energy 
floodgates open wide. A fun way to do that, and 
to keep things fresh, is to consider your perceived 
limits and where you would go if they were no 
longer there. 

Hero Concept #7: To Infinity and 
So On

1Do a brainstorming session where you 
list out as many incredible abilities and 

accomplishments as you can think of that you 
think would be meaningful and interesting.  

2You bring your interest to the thing, not the 
other way around. Things aren’t inherently 

capable of controlling your interest, you choose 
what to be interested in.  

3After the brainstorm, look at the directions 
you are pursuing now and see if you want to 

make any adjustments.  

10. Do This
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Concept #8: Environment
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“No matter how hard it flops, a fish out of 
water isn’t swimming.” 

In other words, sometimes environment 
makes a big difference, like when a fish is out 

of water. OK, that’s just a play on the definition 
of the word “swimming”, and this will seem 
like we are going the wrong direction at first. 
While an UP! master can make the best of 
any environment, it makes sense to use their 
power to create as optimal an environment as 
possible to support their directions. 

Some go so far as to advocate that 
manipulating the environment is key to 
change. I believe this underestimates the 
Hero’s power and assumes the Hero is trying 
to use traditional methods. I agree with them 
that traditional methods don’t do well without 
some help in the environment, but our Hero 
isn’t using traditional methods. 

Besides, according to High-Performance author 
Brendan Burchard, there is scientific research 
showing that despite environment or culture, 
some people can maintain their strength and 
use their thoughts to improve their mind, 
mood, memory, reactions, happiness, and 
performance. We didn’t need the scientific 
research to prove that, living it is proof 
enough. But there it is anyway, if the Hero asks 
about it.   

However, just because the Hero can thrive 
despite their environment, doesn’t mean they 
wouldn’t be even more efficient in a better 
environment. Encourage them to make it so.

Guide Concept #8: Environment
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It’s time to turn that laser focus and “critical 
few” lens on your environment, dear Hero. 

Using your primary directions as a reference, 
evaluate your location, your resources, social 
circles, work and living space, etc. etc. 

Hero Concept #8: Where Are you?

1Eliminate as many distractions from your 
environment as possible. You don’t have 

to eliminate people from your social circles, if 
you have good reason not too, because you will 
become immune to their negativity. However, be 
intentional about how you spend your time. 

2Determine what additions to your 
environment would be the most supportive 

of your directions. Use a one-day power focus to 
make as many changes as possible. 

11. Do This
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Concept #9: Superhero
What’s your super-identity?
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Putting this all together, the final concept is 
to focus on the Uninterrupted level of Peak-

experience. Over time, the Hero will prove 
for themselves that there is never a benefit to 
anyone by the Hero dropping down from peak-
experience.  

We have touched on this in the various 
concepts, so now we are prepared to address it 
directly.  

Self-lish-ness 
By being the best version of them possible, 
the Hero will have the greatest influence for 
doing good in the world. Traditional views of 
self-sacrifice that engender suffering on the 
part of the giver assume that there is a benefit 
to suffering. Using UP! to address the same 
circumstances, rather than feeling suffering, 
will accomplish greater good in a more 
sustainable fashion.  

We could delve into any area of life and see 
the increase in good accomplished by an 
“UP! person” rather than by a “suffering 
one.” Ultimately, there is an overwhelming 
advantage to being UP!

Guide Concept #9: Up! Up! And 
Always
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Hero, as you continue integrating and internal-
izing the concepts, at some time in the future 

(if you haven’t already) you will hit a shifting 
point where your subconscious and conscious self 
are in full agreement that using UP! power is the 
#1 the best long-term strategy for every situation, 
24/7 all year long, forever. When this happens, as 
good as you thought things were already, there 
will be an exponential universal shift upwards in 
every area of your life.  

Bandwidth
One of the immediate affects will be that whatev-
er parts of your brain that were previously busy 
trying to figure out how to manipulate circum-
stances to become more happy will suddenly be 
freed up. You may not realize just how much time 
and mental energy is running that program, but 
it’s a lot! You’ll be able to focus on whatever else 
you’d like to, because your happiness will be con-
stantly UP! 

Relationships
Another huge effect will be on all relationships.  

Refer back to the Guide’s instructions on the Why 
of UP! for more details on this and many other 
shifts to be expected. 

A New World 
All along the way there will be incremental im-
provements, but when the shift to full UP! hap-
pens, it’s a new world. Obviously, there is no rush 
to get there, since the entire journey is one of 
curious play and enjoyment. I’m just giving you 
this small peek so you know what’s coming. 

Hero Concept #9: I’m Up! I’m Up!
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Always Improving 
The chapters following your mastery of UP! are going to be even more exciting than 
the path to mastery, because they are chapters colored in the full power of UP!. 
Remember what I mentioned in the introduction about my new lifestyle of learning? 
Everyone’s path is going to be a little different, and I hope you will share your insights 
and discoveries with me and others. 

I’m constantly lifting my sights to ever higher horizons, loving every minute of every 
day; and I can’t wait to meet you on the path and soar with you in the skies. 

I can be found at www.stacymcpherson.com or @stacyjmcpherson on Facebook and 
Instagram. 

All the best! Stacy  

http://www.stacymcpherson.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/324756021475030/
https://www.instagram.com/stacyjmcpherson/

